Students Rebuild is a collaborative program
of the Bezos Family Foundation that inspires
young people to connect, learn and take
collective action on critical global issues.
Since 2010, we’ve mobilized thousands of
young people in nearly 80 countries and
donated more than $2.5 million in matching
funds to rebuild in Haiti, Asia and Africa—all
because students took a stand.

Our Challenges require young people to create a simple, symbolic object
which the foundation matches with funding to worthy causes. This
allows students of all ages, backgrounds and in countries around the
world to take action and see change on international concerns.

Haiti Schools Challenge
We launched our first Challenge after the devastating January, 2010
earthquake. In partnership with Architecture for Humanity (AFH) and
Global Nomads Group (GNG), students supported rebuilding four new
schools.

The Paper Cranes for Japan Challenge
We partnered with DoSomething.org and AFH after the March, 2011
earthquake and tsunami. Challenge teams from 39 countries wildly
exceeded our 100K goal and mailed in an astounding two million
paper cranes which we matched with $500K to rebuild in the Tohoku
region of Japan.

One Million Bones Challenge
We joined the One Million Bones project, CARE, GNG and students
worldwide to create 1,000,000 handmade clay and paper bones. In
June, 2013 we laid this visible petition against humanitarian crises on
the National Mall in Washington, D.C.—and matched the bones with
$500K for CARE’s work with youth recovering from conflict in Somalia
and the Democratic Republic of Congo.

Water Challenge
We partnered with charity: water and GNG to bring clean, safe water to
Tanzania. Student teams in 25 countries mailed in 800K paper beads.
This blew away our 323K goal and resulted in $500K in matching funds
for building water projects that serve more than 16,000 Tanzanians.

Typhoon Haiyan Challenge
After a powerful typhoon struck the Philippines in November, 2013,
student teams submitted letters of hope and healing to youth impacted
by the storm. We matched these mailings with a $200K donation to
Save the Children’s relief efforts.

Literacy Challenge
We joined Save the Children and GNG to promote life-long reading and
learning for children in Mali, Peru and Nepal. Teams in 46 countries
participated! We matched each bookmark we received with $1—for a
total of $300K—to support Save the Children’s Literacy Boost program.

Flowers for Nepal Challenge

After the destructive April 25, 2015 Nepal earthquake, we matched
every garland of non-perishable flowers youth made and mailed in
with $2. Save the Children used the final donation of $200K to provide
children with temporary schools, back-to-school kits and other support.

Healing Classrooms Challenge
Join our current Challenge with the International Rescue Committee
(IRC) and GNG to support Syrian children. We’ll match every pinwheel
you make and mail in with $2—up to $400K—for the IRC’s Healing
Classrooms program to help children from conflict areas recover from
crisis and grow into happy, healthy adults.
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